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Entering a Whole New Universe of Applications
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We 
demonstrated that 

encapsulated bacteria could respond to 
the environment that surrounds the 

Peptidosomes. This was achieved by developing a novel 
whole-cell biosensor that responds to a variety of β-lactam 

antibiotics (input) with bioluminescence (output).

.

We aim to take responsibility for 
the environmental impact of our whole 

project and our team. With “iGEM goes green”, 
we want to share the ecological improvements of 

lab work and motivate other iGEM teams to do the 
same.

We created and designed supporting material for all 
teams and research groups interested in iGEM goes green:

GoGreenGuide:
A guideline for sutainable labwork
GoGreen Labposter:
Summarizing the important tips 
iGEM Goes Green GHG Emissions Calculator:
For calculating the carbon footprint of labwork

Evaluation Vect
or

Increase of luminescence signal was 
observed after 4-7 h of co-cultivation of ReSt and 

SeSt accounting for the experimental setup in I.)ThinCert™ 
cell culture inserts as well as for II.) the use in Peptidosomes. 

III.)The ReSt produces luminescence driven by the ComX-dependant 
promoter PsrfA [BBa_K2273000] upstream the lux operon.
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 encapsulating microbes
A novel platform for

II. III.I.

The 
SpyTag-SpyCatcher system 

was improved and adapted for 
secretion in Bacillus subtilis facilitating 

customizable multi protein production. [4]

Endpoint measurement of the fluorescence from supernatants. Right: Protein 
purification proving the SpyTag-SpyCatcher [BBa_K2273015, BBa_K2273014] interaction.

SeSt: sender strain
ReSt: receiver strain

A 
suitable BioBrick-

compatible vector that allows 
translationally fusing N-terminal tags 

(such as signal peptide-encoding sequences) 
with protein-encoding genes in a highly 

controlled manner. [5]

Exchangeable promoter region

Insertion of basic or composite 
parts as expression units

RFC10 and RFC25 
BioBrick standard

BBa_K2273107

A  
collection of 74 signal 

peptides from B. subtilis submitted as 
Biobricks (with modified RFC25 standard)

to screen for efficient Sec-dependent protein 
secretion in any bacterial species in a high-throughput 

manner.

Selectively permeable spherical cages called Peptidosomes were 
generated with the self-assembling properties of Fmoc-FF to encapsulate 

living bacteria with functional properties. [2]

Peptidosome with Dynabeads 
labeled with His-Tag GFP

Bacteria could be encapsulated and were alive and growing inside 
the Peptidosomes

A fully functional BlaR1I-PblaZ [BBa_K2273111, -3108; 
and -3110] system from Staphylococcus aureus was 

heterologously established in Bacillus subtilis [1]
Encapsulated biosensor cells could respond 

specifically to 6 β-lactam antibiotics 
provided to the outside

Secretion and interaction of the system was demonstrated.
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A
 functional sender-receiver pair was established, 

based on the ComX-pheromone and the ComP-
ComA-PsrfA  signaling system that is suitable for the 

use in Peptidosomes as well as for cell culture inserts.[3] 
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The bar graphs show sequenced signal peptides in front of amyE, sfGFP and 
mcherry with their fold change in secretion efficiency over the wildtype. Bottom 
left: Screening agar plate.

Reporter strains showed full functionality in Peptidosomes 

Peptidosomes could be functionalized by  
          surface decoration

Two different strains of encapsulated bacteria 
can exchange soluble compounds across 

the Peptidosome barrier

Peptidosomes have been characterized as quite stable, allow 

for diffusion of media and their surface can be functionalized

B. subtilis can survive and grow inside of Peptidosomes which could also be proven with 

encapsulated functional reporters as the biosensor

We demonstrated co-cultivation of  a receiver strain in Peptidosomes and  a sender strain in the 

surrounding environment

Evaluation of the Signal Peptide Toolbox and validation of the functionality of an 

improved SpyTag-SpyCatcher system

Surface decoration:
Characterization:

SEM Pictures:

Plate Reader Wellscan 

 Diffusion between Peptidosomes with pH indicator

Diffusion between the inside 
of the Peptidosomes and the 
surrounding environment.

Using Bacillus subtilis we
Peptidosomes.

Mission accomplished!
bring life into

supernatant:

Signal Peptide Toolbox
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